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Albert the elephant teaches a little girl the letters of the
alphabet with the aid of his unusual trunk.
An all-new Doctor Who adventure featuring the Ninth
Doctor, Rose, and Jack—reimagined in the style of Roger
Hargreaves. With a little help from Rose and Jack, Dr.
Ninth sets out to prevent an otherworldly invasion. These
storybook mash-ups, written and illustrated by Adam
Hargreaves, combine the iconic storytelling of Doctor
Who with the whimsical humor and design made famous
by his father, Roger Hargreaves. Dr. Ninth continues this
series of witty and tongue-in-cheek storybooks—each
featuring one of the twelve Doctors.
Doctor Who: Dr. TwelfthBBC Children's Books
All Amber wants is a little bit of love. Her mum has never
been the caring type, even before she moved to
California, got remarried and had a personality
transplant. But Amber’s hoping that spending the
summer with her can change all that. And then there’s
Kyle, the most American person Amber’s ever met. She
can’t help liking him. But can he really be interested in
her? Even with best friends Evie and Lottie’s advice,
Amber’s finding love is hard. Is it worth the fight? “I'm a
big Holly Bourne fan and this is my favourite yet. She
writes with such humour and great honesty, with
wonderfully relatable characters. It's also refreshing to
see feminism highlighted in such a positive and relevant
way for teenagers.” - Fiona Noble, The Bookseller
”Bourne talks about feminism so openly and truthfully in
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her books and if you ever doubted the intelligence, ability
or passion of teenage girls read her books and you never
will again.” - Muchbooks reader review on Guardian
Children's Books ”Written with humour and warmth,
Amber's story perfectly captures the emotional
rollercoaster that is love: embracing all its joy and pain,
whether it be for family, friends or a gorgeous boy. A
really satisfying page turner.” - BookTrust ”Emotive and
thought provoking this searingly honest book deals with
the biggest life lesson of all - nobody's perfect.” - South
Wales Daily Post ”Holly Bourne truly is the Queen of
YA!” - Humaira Kauser, age 17, for LoveReading4Kids
”Holly Bourne is hugely popular with the young adult
audience. The second instalment in her Normal series
tells Amber's story of first love, friendship and addiction.”
- The Sunday Express ”Holly Bourne’s new novel
demonstrates that with the right female friends, and a
decent supply of cheesy snacks, a girl can get through
anything... Well-written and thoughtful, this has a
thoroughly authentic twenty-first century teen voice and
lightens serious issues with humour.” LoveReading4Kids ”When I received this book I let out a
squeal... I really love this series.” - Lucy the Reader
"Hysterical" - Mslexia "The story is equal parts hilarious
and heart-wrenching... I cannot get over how many times
I snorted out loud whilst reading this book. You’ll have to
read it to see for yourself" - Fable & Table “[Holly
Bourne’s] writing style keeps me hooked, makes me feel
things and genuinely makes me think hard about
important issues. I cannot recommend her novels highly
enough and I am on a mission to read them all!” Page 2/10
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Adventures of a Teenage Bookworm
One day, Mr. Noisy meets a very sad and lonely Giant
who frightens everyone with his huge voice. Can Mr.
Noisy put a smile on the Giant's face? The Mr Men and
Little Miss Magic series takes kids on a series of
sparkling adventures where they meet some
extraordinary characters including a dragon, an ogre, a
mermaid, a princess, a fairy, pirates and many others.
These colourful adventures will delight children of two
years and upwards. Bold illustrations and funny stories
make Mr Men and Little Miss the perfect story time
experience.
By popular demand! A brand new collection of classic
comic strips, collecting the adventures of the Twelfth
Doctor and Clara, from the pages of Doctor Who
Magazine. The collection contains four adventures: The
Eye Of Torment by Scott Gray, illustrated by Martin
Geraghty; Instruments Of War written and illustrated by
Mike Collins; Blood And Ice written by Jacqueline Rayner
and illustrated by Martin Geraghty; and The Crystal
Throne (an adventure starring The Paternoster Gang Vastra, Jenny and Strax) by Scott Gray, illustrated by
Mike Collins.
An all-new Doctor Who adventure featuring the First
Doctor and the Cybermen reimagined in the style of
Roger Hargreaves. Meet Dr. First. He is in a bad mood
because he can’t find his granddaughter. However, that
soon becomes the least of his problems when he
stumbles upon an old foe. These storybook mash-ups,
written and illustrated by Adam Hargreaves, combine the
iconic storytelling of Doctor Who with the whimsical
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humor and design made famous by his father, Roger
Hargreaves. Dr. First kicks off this series of witty and
tongue-in-cheek storybooks—each featuring one of the
twelve Doctors.
Little Miss Inventor can invent anything, but she
struggles to come up with a birthday present for Mr.
Rude.
Embark on a strange and enchanting adventure with old foes
and monsters in this glorious crossover of Doctor Who and
The Wonderful Wizard of Oz. When a sudden tornado engulfs
the TARDIS, the Thirteenth Doctor and her fam find
themselves transported to the magical land of Oz. With a
damaged TARDIS and an unexpected stowaway from the
1930s, their only hope of getting home is to follow the yellow
brick road. But when an army of scarecrows ambushes them,
they quickly realise that everything is not as it should be, and
they're thrown into a fight for survival against a mysterious
enemy. As each of her companions becomes a shadow of
their former selves, only the Doctor is left standing. Desperate
to save her friends, she must embark on a perilous journey to
seek help from the mysterious Wizard of Oz - and stop
whatever forces are at work before she and her friends are
trapped in the fictional world forever.
The much-anticipated Dr. Thirteenth is here! A fabulous
mashup of the fantastical storytelling of Doctor Who and the
whimsical humor of Roger Hargreaves, the book will to
appeal to fans of both iconic brands! An all new Doctor Who
adventure featuring the Thirteenth - and first female! - Doctor
reimagined in the style of Roger Hargreaves. The Doctor,
Graham, and Ryan try and come up with a fabulous surprise
for Yaz on her birthday. And what an explosive surprise it is . .
.
“Agatha Christie’s indelibly etched characters have
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entertained millions across the years and a love of her work
has brought together generations of readers—a singular
achievement for any author and an inspiration to writers
across the literary landscape.”—Jacqueline Winspear, New
York Times bestselling author of the Maisie Dobbs novels In
this official edition featuring exclusive content from the Queen
of Mystery, Hercule Poirot comes out of retirement in one of
Agatha Christie’s ten favorite novels, which was also voted
by the British Crime Writers’ Association as the “Best Crime
Novel of all Time.” Roger Ackroyd knew too much. He knew
that the woman he loved had poisoned her brutal first
husband. He suspected also that someone had been
blackmailing her. Then, tragically, came the news that she
had taken her own life with an apparent drug overdose.
However, the evening post brought Roger one last fatal scrap
of information, but before he could finish reading the letter, he
was stabbed to death. Luckily one of Roger’s friends and the
newest resident to retire to this normally quiet village takes
over—none other than Monsieur Hercule Poirot . . . Not only
beloved by generations of readers, The Murder of Roger
Ackroyd was one of Agatha Christie’s own favorite works—a
brilliant whodunit that firmly established the author’s
reputation as the Queen of Mystery.
"Hop aboard the TARDIS with these eight fantastically silly
adventures."--Back of box.
An all-new deluxe hardcover Doctor Who Christmas
adventure featuring the Tenth Doctor and his companion
Donna--reimagined in the style of Roger Hargreaves. It's
Christmas Eve, and the Doctor and Donna are sipping at
mugs of hot chocolate. Donna looks to the Doctor and
announces, "I hope I get a surprise for Christmas." The
Doctor knows what he has to do. These storybook mash-ups,
written and illustrated by Adam Hargreaves, combine the
iconic storytelling of Doctor Who with the whimsical humor
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and design made famous by his father, Roger Hargreaves.
Dr. Tenth: Christmas Surprise! is the first hardcover special in
this series of witty, tongue-in-cheek storybooks featuring the
twelve Doctors.
These mashup storybooks combine the whimsical storytelling
of Doctor Who with the humor, color, and simplicity of classic
Hargreaves style. An all-new Doctor Who adventure featuring
the Tenth Doctor reimagined in the style of Roger
Hargreaves.
The greatest mash-up in the entire Whoniverse is here! Dr.
Twelfth stars Peter Capaldi's Twelfth Doctor on an amazing
adventure through time and space, written and illustrated by
Adam Hargreaves.
An all-new Doctor Who adventure featuring the Eighth Doctor
and reimagined in the style of Roger Hargreaves. Two
warring races. One Time Lord. Dr. Eighth finds himself stuck
in middle of an ancient feud and must rely on his wits to save
the day. These storybook mash-ups, written and illustrated by
Adam Hargreaves, combine the iconic storytelling of Doctor
Who with the whimsical humor and design made famous by
his father, Roger Hargreaves. Dr. Eighth continues this series
of witty and tongue-in-cheek storybooks—each featuring one
of the twelve Doctors.
Celebrate the 50th Anniversary of the Master with a unique
graphic novel starring fan-favorite Missy! Missy's up to her old
tricks, but this time she's not alone! How will the Doctor
survive this latest maniacal plot in this special story
celebrating the 50th anniversary of the Master? Bursting
straight out of the long-running hit television series, this
Doctor Who collection continues the time-travelling tales of
the Doctor and friends. Buy it, read it, then travel back in time
to read it for the first time all over again...!
The greatest mash-up in the Whoniverse continues. Doctor
Who meets Roger Hargreaves' Mr Men in this series of fun
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and charming stories, written and illustrated by Adam
Hargreaves. The tenth Doctor is taking a well-earned holiday
- until the Sontarans show up! Can he stop the mighty
warriors from invading yet another peaceful planet?
Little Miss Giggles and Little Miss Shy are going to a festival!
When Little Miss Princess hears that Mr. Bump is injured, she
goes to his house to help him with chores, but finds out she
isn't very good at things like cooking, grocery shopping or
cleaning.
Little Miss Bad is not good. Far from it. In fact, about as far as
you can get, which is a long way! Can Little Miss Sunshine
trick Little Miss Bad into confessing all her wrongdoings?
Mr. Adventure is jumping, diving, and catapulting his way into
the classic Mr. Men series. Catch him if you can! When Mr.
Adventure goes on vacation, he doesn't want to relax. He's
looking for the greatest thrills that money can buy!
Unfortunately, his money doesn't last forever. Can Mr.
Adventure find the excitement he craves at a regular old job?
He's certainly going to try!
These mashup storybooks combine the whimsical storytelling
of Doctor Who with the humor, color, and simplicity of classic
Hargreaves style. An all-new Doctor Who adventure featuring
the Sixth Doctor reimagined in the style of Roger Hargreaves.
Little Miss Sunshine enlists the help of Little Miss Magic when
a wicked witch begins turning all of the Little Misses and
Misters into bats, cats, dogs, and mice.
Learn your 1, 2, 3 across the stars, with the help of the Doctor
and friends! One Doctor. Two Hearts. Three Knocks. Four
Daleks . . . A Doctor Who counting book with a timey-wimey
twist on every page! Featuring Doctors, companions and
monsters both past and present, kids of all ages will love this
Doctor Who numbers book. In the wonderful style of T is for
Tardis, this includes stunning original illustrations, in a retro
style, on every page
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Missy’s up to her old (or new?) tricks and is plotting to
retrieve the Key to Time from an unbreakable vault. In order
to do so, she attempted to break her former incarnation, the
Master, out of Stormcage prison by pretending to be her
nemesis, the Doctor. But the Master has his own agenda…
This magical collection takes the Mr Men and Little Miss on a
series of funny adventures where they meet some
extraordinary characters including a dragon, a princess, a
giant, a fairy and swashbuckling pirates. Enjoy reading about
your favourite characters in some very familiar fairy tales, as
only the Mr Men can tell them! These colourful adventures will
delight children of two years and upwards. Bold illustrations
and funny stories make Mr Men and Little Miss the perfect
story time experience. It all started with a tickle. Roger
Hargreaves' son Adam asked him what a tickle looked like. In
response, Roger drew a small orange man with
extraordinarily long arms that could reach anywhere and
tickle anyone. Mr Tickle, the first of the Mr Men, was born. Mr
Tickle was soon joined by Mr Greedy, Mr Happy, Mr Nosey,
Mr Sneeze and Mr Bump. The books were an instant hit and
Roger went on to create many more Mr Men and Little Miss
characters. What Roger really wanted was to make children
laugh, which is probably why his own favourite character is Mr
Silly.
Little Miss Hug's favorite thing in the world is giving hugs. And
it looks like lots of folks are in dire need of one! Out just in
time for Valentine’s Day, here is the perfect book for anybody
who needs a little pick-me up--whether you buy this book for
yourself or a loved one!
"Hop aboard the TARDIS with these eight fantastically silly
adventures." --From back of box.
An all-new Doctor Who adventure featuring the Twelfth
Doctor and Missy reimagined in the style of Roger
Hargreaves. Dr. Twelfth’s oldest adversary returns in a timePage 8/10
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bending chase through Earth’s history. Will the Doctor
prevail, or does Missy finally have her day? These storybook
mash-ups, written and illustrated by Adam Hargreaves,
combine the iconic storytelling of Doctor Who with the
whimsical humor and design made famous by his father,
Roger Hargreaves. Dr. Twelfth continues this series of witty
and tongue-in-cheek storybooks—each featuring one of the
twelve Doctors.
Count Worm wiggles into the shapes of numbers one through
nine and, with the help of a friend, ten, to help a little boy
learn to count.
An all-new Doctor Who adventure featuring the Second
Doctor and reimagined in the style of Roger Hargreaves. It’s
mayhem in the museum as Dr. Second and his companions
find themselves on the run from some abominable baddies.
These storybook mash-ups, written and illustrated by Adam
Hargreaves, combine the iconic storytelling of Doctor Who
with the whimsical humor and design made famous by his
father, Roger Hargreaves. Dr. Second continues this series of
witty and tongue-in-cheek storybooks—each featuring one of
the twelve Doctors.

These mashup storybooks combine the whimsical
storytelling of Doctor Who with the humor, color, and
simplicity of classic Hargreaves style. An all-new Doctor
Who adventure featuring the Fifth Doctor reimagined in
the style of Roger Hargreaves.
Little Miss Birthday loves giving birthday presents. She
prides herself on always picking the perfect present. But
this time, it looks like one of the Mr. Men may just stump
her!
Little Miss Tiny has lost her thimble and she needs help
to find it. Who better than Little Miss Inventor with her
shrinkometer and small search party! So begins an
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adventure in the garden with some giant minibeasts and
very tiny Mr Men and Little Miss! The Mr Men and Little
Miss Adventures take Roger Hargreaves' beloved
characters on amazing trips to other worlds and different
times where they have all kinds of funny and exciting
escapades.
Grandfather Clock, who can turn himself into the time,
passes the day by going for a walk.
Little Miss Scary loves to scare the socks off of the other
Mr. Men and Little Misses. But can she handle it when
the tables are turned?
The Highgate Horror collects together all the most recent
stories by leading Doctor Who writers and artists, from
the highly acclaimed comic strip in DWM.
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